The Single Parent Dating Solution: A Guide Through Roadblocks In Dating And Romance While Single Parenting (Single Parenting For Mothers, Dating Advice For Women)
A Point-Blank, Insider™s Handbook To Navigate Challenges And Enjoy Newfound Romance While Single-Parent Dating

As a Single Parent, youâ€™re about to go straight to the heart of the challenges found in Single Parent Dating and Single Parent Romance, with a focus on Single Parenting for Women. In this poignant and turn-key handbook, you will receive an empowering re-direct in perspective and approach while single parent dating. This concise and invigorating guide addresses the underlying resistance, self-doubt and fatigue many single parents face today when searching to enhance their romantic lives. This book features concise and solution-oriented topics customized to the internal and external dating challenges of single mothers:

Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...
- Freedom From The â€˜Baggage' Perspective
- Solving The â€˜Time Factor'
- Feeling Sexy In Your Post-Baby Body
- Recovering A Sense Of Play
- Addressing Your Child's Resentment Toward You Dating
- Feeling Empowered When â€˜Competing' With Women Who Don't Have Children
- Flexible Dating Options
- Thriving In Your New Identity And Lifestyle
- Much, much more!

Download your copy today! Take action today and download this book for immediate results in your approach to Single Parent Dating! Far from being a liability, your hectic schedule, post-pregnancy body and dual image as a women and mother will be revealed as a powerfully perfect storm for new-found intimacy!
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This book was very insightful and it had a very gracious approach to a single mother’s situation which I found really refreshing. I don’t think there is enough literature out there addressing the unique needs of moms who are doing it all by themselves. There was a lot of insight about dating, as well as managing the balance as your children are introduced to a new person.

Great book. Very well written and well organized. Author covers various challenges single parents face in terms of dating and taking care of child at the same time and provide helpful informations and solutions. I think reading this book will assist any single parents to build new positive perceptions and take proactive actions.

This book will organize your thoughts and help you overcome your doubts about going back to the dating world. It’s a quick read with a very positive approach towards all the people involved including the moms, the kids and the dates. I loved the emphasis on the idea of deserving the same encouragement and attention as your child, reminding that a happy child is a child with a fulfilled parent. This is a great book, giving single parents a boost of confidence and inspires self acceptance.

The Single Parent’s Dating Solution is a fun, quick read to gain solution-based insight into re-entering the dating world. Highly recommended as a gentle ease back into dating for single mothers (or fathers!).

I found this book to be insightful and encouraging. To me the most important thing was learning about your self image and self worth in relation to returning to the dating scene. I like the encouragement the book gives you in deserving happiness and love.

Perfect timing for this little gem to cross my path. As a single parent I often second guess myself...
when it comes down to dating and if I'm "doing it right". The Single Parent's Dating Solution offered me reassurance and tips that were not only helpful, but spoke strongly to my situation. It was a gentle reminder that I deserve romance and happiness in my life; and having that will potentially strengthen my relationship with my son! If you are on this brave bold adventure...READ THIS!!
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